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Abstract

While sequence homology search has been the main work horse in protein function prediction, it is not
applicable to a significant portion of novel proteins that do not have informative homologs in sequence
databases. Similarly, while statistical tests and learning algorithms based purely on gene expression
profiles have been popular for analyzing disease samples, critical issues remain in the understanding of
diseases based on the differentially expressed genes suggested by these methods. In the past decade, a
large number of databases providing information on various types of biological networks have become
available. These databases make it possible to tackle these and other biological problems in novel
ways. This paper presents a review on biological network databases and on approaches to protein
function prediction and gene expression profile analysis that are based on biological networks.

1 Introduction

Present-day biomedical researchers are confronted by vast amounts of data from genome sequencing,
microscopy, high-throughput analytical techniques for DNA, RNA, and proteins, and a host of other
new experimental technologies. Coupled with the advances in computing power, this flow of information
should enable scientists to model and understand biological systems in novel ways. The appearance of
many databases containing information on biological networks, which are critical to understanding the
function of genes and proteins in a more holistic way, is particularly exciting. Indeed, many different
types of biological network information have been used for analyzing biological data over the past decade.

These networks can be roughly categorized into the following three types:

• Databases of natural biological pathways—e.g., metabolic networks and gene regulation networks.

• Databases of unorganized individual interactions—e.g., protein interaction networks.

• Artificial networks derived from relationships of biological entities—e.g., co-expression networks
and Medline abstract co-occurrence networks.

Physical protein interactions constitute a major aspect of all cellular processes. Consequently, analysis
of protein interaction networks is expected to produce several types of useful information such as protein
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function [72,90], protein complexes [10,39,93] and functional modules [20,21,83]. In particular, there are
three main groups of approaches for prediction of protein function using protein interaction networks.
The first group [13, 17, 28, 70] predicts the function of an unknown protein based on what functions are
over represented among its direct and indirect interaction partners. The second group [4,9,40,55] predicts
the function of an unknown protein by assigning to it the function of a protein whose neighbours in the
protein interactome have functions that are most similar to the neighbours of this unknown protein. The
third group of approaches [6,55,69] clusters proteins based on the similarity of their neighbourhood in the
protein interaction network and infer that proteins in the same cluster should have similar functions. All
three groups of approaches have their basis on the fact that proteins interact to perform their respective
function and, therefore, the function of a protein should correlate with the functions of neighbouring
proteins in the protein interaction network [60,91].

The possibility of using gene expression profiling by microarrays for diagnostic and prognostic purposes
has also generated much excitement and research in the last ten years. Nevertheless, a number of issues
persist such as how to rectify batch effects (i.e., non-biological variations) [44], how to handle missing
values [81] and, most importantly, how to identify genes that are meaningful in explaining the difference in
disease phenotypes [75]. There are three main groups of approaches, that make use of biological pathways
(e.g., enzymatic pathways, gene regulatory pathways, and protein interaction networks), for improving
gene selection and for transitioning from the selected genes to the understanding of the sequences of
causative molecular events. The first group are the overlap analysis methods [18, 37, 94], which test the
significance of the intersection of differentially expressed genes with a biological pathway. The second
group are the direct group analysis methods [23, 38, 79], which test whether a biological pathway is
differentially expressed as a whole. The third group are the network-based analysis methods [15, 73, 77],
which zoom into a subnetwork of a biological pathway and test whether the subnetwork is differentially
expressed. All of these approaches have their basis on the fact that every disease phenotype has some
underlying biological causes. Therefore, it is reasonable to analyse the gene expression profiles of disease
phenotype with respect to the biological contexts provided by biological pathways and protein interaction
networks.

This paper is organized as follows. Representative databases [32, 34, 35, 62, 76] of the first type of bio-
logical networks—i.e., natural biological pathways—are presented in Section 2. Their consistency and
comprehensiveness, as well as their unification for more effective use, are discussed. Representative
databases [5,7,31,63,68] of the second type of (unorganized) networks—i.e., protein interaction networks—
are presented in Section 3. The noise that is present in them and approaches for dealing with this noise
are discussed. The third type of networks are used in many types of analysis, e.g., protein function predic-
tion [12] and disease-gene association studies [30,54]. However, these are diverse and there are few major
databases capturing them. Hence we do not describe them further. Then, in Section 4, the three groups
of approaches [4, 6, 9, 13, 17, 28, 40, 55, 69, 70] for prediction of protein function using biological networks
are presented. After that, in Section 5, the three groups of approaches [15,18,23,37,38,73, 77,79,94] for
improving the reliability of gene selection using biological networks are described. Finally, in Section 6,
we briefly discuss some other uses that biological network data have been put to.

2 Biological Pathway Databases

The major biological pathway databases include those that are curated by a single lab (e.g., KEGG,
BIOCYC), by a community of collaborating labs (e.g., WikiPathways, Reactome), and by commercial
companies (e.g., Ingenuity, Molecular Connections), as well as those that are derived by an integration
of these databases (e.g., Pathway Commons, PathwayAPI):
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• KEGG PATHWAY [34], accessible at http://www.genome.jp/kegg, contains about 380 pathway
maps for metabolism, genetic information processing, environmental information processing, and
other cellular processes that are curated manually from over 120,000 published articles.1 The
content of the database can be downloaded in XML format, as well as accessed using an API
(application programming interface).

• BIOCYC [35], accessible at http://biocyc.org, is a set of more than 1,000 databases. Each
database in this collection describes the genome and metabolic pathways of a single organism. The
databases are categorized into tiers. Tier 1 are curated manually. Tier 2 are generated based on
reviewed predictions by the Pathologic software [59]. Tier 3 are generated based on unreviewed
predictions by the Pathologic software. The content of BIOCYC can be downloaded in BioPAX,
SBML, and other formats, as well as accessed using an API.

• WikiPathways [62], accessible at http://www.wikipathways.org, is curated by a community of
collaborating labs in a Wikipedia-like setting. It has information on about 360 human pathways
consisting of about 4,400 genes. Each pathway in WikiPathways is a wiki page that presents the
pathway diagram, the component gene, protein, and metabolite lists. The main content of the
database can be downloaded in the form of GPML, as well as accessed through a web service API.

• Reactome [32], accessible at http://www.reactome.org, is also curated manually by a community
of collaborating labs. It contains a total of 13,197 pathways from 21 organisms, including 1,112
pathways from human. The main content of the database can be downloaded in BioPax, SBML,
and other formats.

• Ingenuity Systems offers the Ingenuity R© Knowledge Base and the associated IPA analysis software
on a commercial basis. The knowledge base is a repository of biological interactions and other
information. The content of the knowledge base can only be accessed using proprietary tools such
as IPA and is typically returned to the user in the form of an image file. More information can be
obtained at www.ingenuity.com.

• Molecular Connections offers NetProTM on a commercial basis. This is a comprehensive database
covering more than 320,000 protein-protein and protein-small molecule interactions in the biolog-
ical pathways of 20 organisms. These interactions and other information are curated manually.
Direct access by SQL queries and XML-format downloads are supported. More information can be
obtained at www.molecularconnections.com.

• Pathway Commons, accessible at www.pathwaycommons.org, provides convenient access to a collec-
tion of publicly available pathways from multiple sources. The data from these multiple sources are
made available by Pathway Commons in a common format. Pathway Commons does not perform
any unification of the underlying pathways. That is, if the information of a pathway is contained
in n source databases, Pathway Commons presents them as n separate pathways.

• PathwayAPI [76], accessible at http://www.pathwayapi.com, is database of over 450 unified human
pathways consisting of over 60,000 interactions derived from an integration of KEGG, WikiPath-
ways, and Ingenuity. In contrast to Pathway Commons, if the information of a pathway is contained
in n source databases, PathwayAPI merges them into a single consistent unified pathway. The main
content of PathwayAPI can be downloaded as a MySQL dump or as a CSV file; it can also be ac-
cessed in JSON format via an API.

1All statistics given on KEGG and other databases, unless mentioned otherwise, are based on information available on
their respective websites on 13 February 2011.
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As these biological pathway databases are generally curated manually, their content can be regarded as
reliable. However, it is important to be aware of the following two issues before using these databases.
Firstly, many biological pathways are curated only in some databases and not in other databases. That
is, none of the databases is sufficiently comprehensive in terms of the number of biological pathways
that they curate. Secondly, even when a biological pathway is curated in two databases, there is usually
some disagreement between these two databases on this pathway. For example, a recent study [76] shows
that, for a pathway that is as pervasive as the human apoptosis pathway, the agreement between KEGG,
Ingenuity, and WikiPathways is a mere 32–46% in terms of gene overlap and an alarming 11-16% in
terms of interaction overlap. The same study also shows that the agreement on many other pathways is
no better. This lack of agreement can be partially attributed to the fact that the boundaries of many
biological pathways are not clearly defined [24]. However, it also strongly suggests that the manual
curation effort of these databases is not sufficiently comprehensive even at the individual pathway level.

The obvious solution to these two issues is to integrate these biological pathway databases. Despite im-
pressive progress in broad-scale general data integration technologies in the past two decades [86], there
are significant challenges that have to be overcome to achieve such a unified database, including incompat-
ibility of access methods, incompatibility of data formats, incompatibility of molecular representations,
and incompatibility in naming of pathways. There is a variety of approaches to deal with these four in-
compatibility problems. For example, Pathway Commons and PathCase [19] can be considered as taking
the “aggregator” approach. In this approach, a common access method and data format are adopted or
developed for a set of pathways imported from a collection of source databases. The aggregator approach
does not perform any unification of the underlying pathways—viz., if n source databases each contain
information on a particular pathway, that pathway is presented by the aggregator as n separate pathways.
On the other hand, GenMapp [67], Cytoscape [71], and PathVisio [84] can be considered as taking the
“converter” approach. Basically, these tools support the import and export of biological pathways in a
variety of formats, even though these tools are designed mainly for exploring, visualizing, and editing
biological pathways. Lastly, PathwayAPI [76] can be considered as taking the “full unification” approach.
In this approach, pathways in difference source databases that are meant to represent the same pathway
are merged and molecular objects mentioned in the different source pathways that are meant to represent
the same objects are matched. This approach is technically more difficult than other approaches; but it
has the advantage of presenting a more coherent comprehensive view of the pathways.

Among the four types of incompatibilities that are encountered when unified pathways are constructed,
the resolution of the incompatibility in the naming of pathways offers an interesting lesson. There are
three basic ways to detect whether two pathways in two databases are meant to represent the same
biological pathway—viz., match by large overlap of genes, match by large overlap of interactions, and
match by similarity of pathway names. We consulted a number of experts in computer science and
biology on which choice to adopt when we were developing PathwayAPI. Almost without exception, it
was thought that matching by largest overlap of interactions would give the best result, as it was feared
that different databases would give the same pathway names that are very different. Unfortunately,
matching pathways by largest overlap of interactions requires a threshold on the overlap. Too small a
threshold, we get a large number of false-positive matches. Too large a threshold, we get a large number
of false negatives. In fact, we tried a whole continuum of thresholds and did not find a good compromise.
Fortunately, it turns out that different databases actually do not give very different names to the same
pathways. Thus a strategy based on approximate longest substring match of pathway names works well
in practice [76].
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3 Protein Interaction Databases

Although many interactions of genes and proteins have been organized into natural biological pathways,
not all known interactions can yet be put into the context of a natural biological pathway. This gives rise
to protein interaction databases, which focus on capturing pairwise interaction information but generally
do not seek to organize these pairwise interactions into functional groups or pathways. Nevertheless, such
protein interaction databases are useful in many applications because they cover far more interactions
than those found in natural biological pathway databases.

The major protein interaction databases include MINT, BioGRID, DIP, HPRD, and STRING:

• MINT [7], accessible at http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint, contains 90,695 physical protein
interactions curated from the literature.

• BioGRID [5], accessible at http://www.thebiogrid.org, contains 193,484 physical protein inter-
actions and 177,348 genetic interactions curated from the literature. It is especially complete for
yeast protein interaction data.

• DIP [68], accessible at http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu, contains 71,276 protein interactions cu-
rated from the literature. It focuses on model organisms (e.g., yeast, fruit fly, E. coli, C. elegans)
and has less data on other organisms.

• HPRD [63], accessible at http://www.hprd.org, contains about 40,000 protein interactions curated
from the literature. It focuses on human protein interactions.

• STRING [31], accessible at http://string-db.org, is a database of known (by copying from
MINT, BioGRID, DIP, HPRD, etc.) and predicted protein interactions. It covers the interactions
of about 2.59 million proteins from 630 organisms. There is an important caveat: A large fraction
of protein interactions in STRING are predicted ones; these predicted interactions may not be
reliable.

Protein interactions are often viewed as a form of binary relationships—i.e., interact or not. Nonetheless,
it is important to be aware of the following two issues before using them. Firstly, protein interactions
in these databases vary in reliability. Protein interaction data are generated by experiments such as
co-immunoprecipitation, synthetic lethal screening, tandem affinity purification, and two-hybrids [58].
Some of these experimental methods—e.g., two-hybrids—are highly susceptible to noise and may have
a high false-positive rates [78, 85]. Secondly, some of these experimental methods—e.g., tandem affinity
purification—identify groups of proteins that interact together to form a complex, though the proteins
within each group may not be directly interacting [22]. Nevertheless, treating proteins captured by a
bait protein as interacting with the bait protein does not seem to have a negative effect on important
applications such as inferring protein function [13] and identifying protein complexes [50].

For some analysis, it is crucial to use a subset of protein interaction data that are more reliable. Conse-
quently, much efforts have been invested to develop solutions to this problem [14]. An obvious idea for
ranking the reliability of protein interactions is based on the sharing of a common cellular localization or
a common cellular role, as a pair of interacting proteins is generally expected to be localized to the same
cellular component or to have a common cellular role [57,78]. The main shortcoming of this approach is
that protein functional annotations and cellular localization information are often incomplete. Besides,
even if two proteins share a common cellular localization or a common functional role, there is still a
chance that they do not interact in real life.
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Another early idea is based on the reproducibility and nonrandomness of the observation of an inter-
action [11, 26]. Obviously, an interaction that is observed in two or more separate experiments is more
reliable than one that is observed in just one experiment. The main shortcoming of this approach is that
it requires multiple independent interaction experiments to be performed on the proteins to confirm the
reliability of their interactions. As such, if the additional experimental data are not available, which is
often the case, this method cannot be used.

As the additional information required by these approaches are often unavailable, a new class of reliability
indices that are based solely on the topology of the neighborhood of an interacting pair of proteins in
the interactome has been developed [8, 14]. One of the most important early examples of this idea is
the Czekanowski-Dice distance [6], defined as CDu,v = 2|Nu,v|/(|Nu| + |Nv|), where Nu,v is the set of
interaction partners shared by proteins u and v, and Nu and Nv are respectively the set of interaction
partners of u and v. Two proteins that have many interaction partners in common must share some
physical or biochemical characteristics that allow them to bind to these common interaction partners.
Consequently, they are also more likely to share a common cellular role or a common cellular function or
to belong to the same protein complex. This makes them more likely to interact. Therefore, a reliability
index for a pair of reported interacting proteins can be formulated in terms of the proportion of interaction
partners that two proteins have in common, as in CDu,v.

It is possible to combine all three approaches. Suppose there is some additional information—such as
functional annotations or multiple experiments—to estimate the reliability ru,v of an interaction between
protein u and v according to the first two approaches. Assuming independence, the probability of u
and v having a common interaction partner w is ru,wrw,v. Then CDu,v incorporating this information is
CDu,v = 2

∑
w∈Nu,v

ru,wrw,v/(
∑

w∈Nu
ru,w +

∑
w∈Nv

rw,v). Another refinement is to add a damping term
λ to the denominator because CDu,v has large fluctuations when u and v have too few neighbours. A
third refinement is to use an iteration process similar to an expectation maximization; to wit, let CDi

u,v be
the CDu,v value computed in the ith iteration, then CDi+1

u,v = 2
∑

w∈Nu,v
CDi

u,wCDi
w,v/(

∑
w∈Nu

CDi
u,w +∑

w∈Nv
CDi

w,v + λ) and setting CD0
u,v = ru,v. The rationale for this iteration process is an intuitive one.

Assuming that we accept the Czekanowski-Dice distance as a good model of the reliability of a protein
interaction, then CD1

u,v is a more accurate estimate than CD0
u,v = ru,v. So substituting it for ru,v in the

formula should give us a more accurate CD2
u,v, and so on.

These refinements have been shown to significantly improve CDu,v and other related topology-based
reliability indices for protein interactions. In particular, a recent study [49] used the DIP yeast data set
for assessment. 54.7% of the interacting protein pairs reported in DIP are co-localized. Since proteins
in general can only interact when they are co-localized, this suggests up to 45.3% noise in the data set.
After these pairs were ranked using the iterated version of CDu,v, about 90% of the top 30% of interacting
pairs are co-localized.

Nevertheless, the performance of CDu,v and related indices deteriorates when the input interaction net-
work is sparse, due to the lower number of direct and indirect interactions in such networks [14]. A
recent idea [42, 92] to overcome this problem is using a larger interaction neighbourhood via a manifold
embedding. Here, a protein-protein similarity matrix is first computed based on the shortest distance—
in terms of number of hops in the initial protein interaction network—between each pair of proteins.
Then multi-dimensional scaling is applied to this similarity matrix to embed each protein into a low-
dimensional space. After that, a graph is defined by connecting proteins that are close to each other in
this low-dimensional space. Finally, an index like CDu,v is applied to this graph to estimate the likelihood
that proteins u and v interact. Experiments have confirmed that, for sparse protein interaction networks,
this additional step of manifold-embedding has led to much better performance [92].
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Besides noise dealt with by the approaches above, protein interaction assays are also plagued by false nega-
tives. The detection of false negatives is considerably more difficult because new protein interactions have
to be predicted. A variety of approaches have been reviewed in earlier papers [14], including gene-fusion
events [53], interacting domains [25], interacting motifs [45], co-evolution of proteins or residues [33],
topology of protein-protein interaction networks [61], and machine learning from multiple information
types [65]. Incidentally, it is possible to use topology-based indices like CDu,v for predicting new in-
teractions [87]—one can predict two proteins u and v to interact if the value of CDu,v is sufficiently
high.

4 Protein Function Prediction Using Biological Networks

Proteins are important building blocks that contribute to key processes within cells. The elucidation
of mechanisms underlying protein functionality is an important pursuit and remains a challenging task
in computational biology [27, 41]. Sequence similarity search methods like BLAST [3] are the primary
tools for this problem. However, a non-negligible proportion of protein sequences do not have identifiable
informative homologs in current databases. Therefore, a variety of new bioinformatics methods have
been developed for inferring protein function using “guilt by association” of other functional properties
to complement sequence similarity search [27].

In particular, many approaches have been proposed to use protein interaction networks for protein func-
tion prediction [72]. These approaches can be roughly divided into three groups. The first group [13,
17,28,70] is based on the hypothesis that proteins having similar functions are topologically close in the
protein interaction network. This is a reasonable hypothesis because a pair of proteins that participate
in the same cellular processes or localize to the same cellular compartment are many folds more likely to
interact than a random pair of proteins [49]. The second group [4, 9, 40] is based on the hypothesis that
proteins with similar function have interaction neighbourhoods that are similar. This is also a reasonable
hypothesis because, when the proteins in the neighbourhood of a protein have similar functions as the
proteins in the neighbourhood of another protein, the two proteins are likely to operate in similar envi-
ronments and have similar properties. The third group [6, 55, 69] clusters proteins based on similarity of
certain features—in particular their neighbourhood in the protein interaction network—and hypothesizes
that such groups of proteins are functionally coherent. This is also a reasonable hypothesis and, as we
shall see later, corresponds to the “if and only if” form of the other two hypotheses.

An early example of the first group is the “majority vote” method which assigns a protein with the
function that is over represented among its interaction partners [28, 70]. Another example is to apply
global optimization techniques—e.g., Markov random fields—to transfer the function of a protein from
its neighbour and also to propagate predictions so that the function of proteins without characterized
neighbors can be predicted [17].

A shortcoming of these methods is that the function predicted for a protein is generally taken from
proteins that directly interact with it. Even those global optimization methods that propagate a function
from a protein u that is several hops away to a protein v essentially force the whole chain of proteins
connecting u and v to have that function. Yet it has been observed that, while 48% of yeast proteins
share some function with their immediate interaction partners in BioGrid, 69% share some function with
their indirect interaction partners [11]. Hence, at least with respect to yeast proteins, these methods’
sensitivity is limited to 48%. Another shortcoming of these methods is that they generally do not take
into account the reliability of the protein interaction network used. For example, the majority vote
method gives all the interaction partners of the unknown protein equal vote, regardless of the reliability
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of those interactions. This affects the precision of these methods.

A more recent example of the first group—the fsweight method [11]—overcomes these shortcomings by
weighted voting of both direct and indirect neighbours. This method defines the functional similarity
weight SFS(u, v) between two proteins u and v based on the size of the intersection of their interaction
neighbourhoods. SFS(u, v) is a variation of CDu,v where the size of the intersection is defined taking into
account the reliability of individual interactions and giving equal weight the interaction neighbourhoods
of u and v. Then a direct neighbour v of a protein u having function a votes for function a with weight
SFS(u, v). Similarly, an indirect neighbour v′ of a protein u having function a votes for function a
with weight SFS(u, v′). The function a that receives a total amount of votes exceeding a threshold is
assigned as a function of protein u. Experiments have shown that this fsweight method has good recall
and precision. For example, in a study [13] based on the BioGrid yeast protein interaction network, out
of about 100 biological processes considered, fsweight achieved ROC score of 0.8 for about 80 of these
biological processes and 0.9 for about 60 of these biological processes. Cross validation experiments have
also shown that this method can provide substantial number of high-quality predictions that cannot be
inferred from sequence homology [13].

An early example of the second group is LaMoFinder [9]. It first discovers network motifs [2] from a protein
interaction network. A “network motif” is a frequently occurring connection pattern in the network—
for example, the “triangle” motif represents the topology of “A interacts with B, B interacts with C, C
interacts with A”, where A, B, C are placeholders for proteins to be mapped. After that, the placeholders
in these network motifs are labelled with functions of proteins in subnetworks that are mapped to them,
thereby determining the various biological contexts in which such a network motif occurs. When the
subnetwork of a protein of unknown function and its functionally labelled neighbourhood is aligned to
such a network motif, its function can be inferred from the vertex that this protein is mapped to in the
network motif.

A limitation of LaMoFinder [9] is that it works only for proteins in subnetworks that can be mapped
to such network motifs. A generalization that avoids this limitation is to find the best pairwise graph
alignment of the functionally labelled subgraph rooted at the unknown protein to functionally labelled
subgraphs rooted at other nodes in the protein interaction network [40].

Both LaMoFinder [9] and this refinement [40] rely on topological match of subnetworks. Thus their
performance is affected in less reliable protein interaction networks which have more false interactions
and missing interactions. A recent idea [4] to overcome this shortcoming uses probabilitistic technique
to define and match network patterns as follows. First, the “affinity” of a protein u to another protein v
in the interaction network is defined as the steady-state probability pu,v of random-walks from the first
protein to the second protein. The affinity of a protein v to a function a is defined as Sv

f (a) =
∑

u pu,v,
where u 6= v ranges over proteins having function a. The vector Sv

f is then normalized to give the
functional profile of the protein v. The function of an unknown protein is predicted by a weighted voting
of the k proteins who are its nearest neighbours in terms of functional profile. It has been shown [4] that
this method has very good recall and precision, and outperforms the fsweight method when the protein
interaction network is sparse.

Some early examples of the third group are PRODISTIN [6] and a closely related method [69]. These
methods cluster several proteins into the same group if these proteins have a significantly larger number
of common interaction partners than what is expected from a random network. Then, by assuming that
proteins in the same group are functionally coherent, an unknown protein in a group can be assigned
functions that are common among other members of the group. Interestingly, such methods [6,69] share
the same hypothesis as the first group of methods [28,70]. To see this, we first note that, by construction,
members of the same group are generally interaction partners of each other. Thus, assigning to a protein
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a function that is common among other members of the group is akin to a majority vote of interaction
partners of the protein. At the same time, the PRODISTIN type of methods [6, 69] uses the hypothesis
in a stronger way than the majority-vote type of methods [28, 70] because, as implied by the clustering
step, the former further requires that the interaction partners from which the votes are taken are also
interaction partners of each other.

A more recent idea of the third group [55] first clusters proteins based on the similarity of the network
motifs (called graphlets by the authors) that they participate in. A protein of unknown function can
then be assigned the same function as other annotated proteins in the same cluster. Interestingly, such a
method [55] shares the same hypothesis as the second group of methods typified by LaMoFinder [9]. To
see this, we first note that, by construction, members of the same cluster are mapped to the same network
motifs. Thus, assigning to a protein the same function as other proteins in the same cluster is akin to
inferring function from other proteins aligned to the same network motifs. However, this method [55]
uses the hypothesis in a stronger way than LaMoFinder [9] because, as implied by the clustering step,
the former further requires that the interaction partners from which the function is taken also have the
same network motifs as each other.

Finally, we should briefly mention an idea that is related to—and can be considered as a generalization
of—the second group of methods. This is the idea of comparing and aligning the biological networks
of two different species [36, 56]. Here, after the network alignment is performed, the alignment can be
analysed and used to infer protein functions based on shared topology in the aligned (sub-)networks of
the two species [43].

5 Microarray Analysis Using Biological Networks

Many approaches [46,47,51,52,82,96] have been proposed for the inference of differentially expressed genes
that are useful for diagnosis of diseases and prognosis of treatment response. However, the statistical
significance of the selected genes and the reproducibility of the resulting diagnosis system have a high
degree of uncertainty. In particular, many of these methods produce gene lists that do not have significant
overlap when they are applied to different data sets of the same disease phenotypes [95]. Furthermore,
the transition from the selected genes to the understanding of the sequences of causative molecular events
is unclear [75].

In order to qualitatively improve the statistical power of microarray analysis methods and the reliability
of the results, additional dimensions present in the problem have to be brought into consideration. For
example, each disease generally has an underlying cause. So there should be a unifying biological theme—
a biological pathway or a subnetwork of protein interactions—for genes that are truly associated with
the disease. Hence the uncertainty in the reliability of the selected genes can be reduced by considering
the molecular functions and the biological processes associated with the genes. Such a unifying biological
theme is also a basis for inferring the underlying cause of the disease phenotype. There are a number of
approaches to analyze gene expression data with respect to biological context. These approaches can be
roughly divided into three groups [75]. The first group comprises the overlap analysis methods [18,37,94].
The second group comprises the direct group analysis methods [23, 38, 79]. The third group comprises
the network-based analysis methods [15,73,77].

The overlap analysis methods [18,37,94] share a common principle. They basically first determine a list
of differentially expressed genes. This list of genes is then intersected with each biological pathway and
the statistical significance of the overlap is computed, e.g., by a hypergeometric test. The differentially
expressed genes that are in a statistically significant intersection with a pathway are declared candidate
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biomarkers and causal factors of the disease phenotypes. ORA [37] is an example of this group of methods.

A shortcoming of these methods is that the starting list of differentially expressed genes is defined using
some test statistics with arbitrary thresholds. Different test statistics and different thresholds result in
a different list of differentially expressed genes. As a result, the outcome of the whole procedure is not
stable. Another shortcoming is that a real causal gene that is not differentially expressed can never be
suggested by these methods. Note that it is not uncommon for a real causal gene underlying a disease
phenotype to be not differentially expressed. For example, suppose a gene A upregulates both genes B
and C in normal people. Suppose also that genes A, B, and C are observed to be highly expressed in
normal samples, and that only gene A is observed to be highly expressed in disease samples. Then only
genes B and C are differentially expressed and have a chance to be suggested by these methods. In such
as a situation, since A is not suggested by these methods as important, we need to postulate mutations
in B and C in order to explain their differential expression. However, a more likely explanation is that
A has a mutation that does not change its expression but changes its ability to upregulate B and C.

The direct group analysis methods [23, 38, 79] work on a different principle to avoid the shortcomings
above. They do not start from differentially expressed genes. Instead, they start from each individual
biological pathway and test whether the pathway is differentially expressed as a whole. This is done by
comparing the distributions of expression values of genes on the biological pathway with the distributions
of expression values of all the other genes, e.g., by a weighted Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. FCS [23] and
GSEA [79] are examples of this group of methods. These direct group analysis methods are able to detect
more subtle changes in gene expression profiles. For example, if the majority of genes on the biological
pathway have small but correlated expression level changes, they can still result in a high statistical
significance of the biological pathway under a direct group analysis method, even though the whole group
is likely to be missed by all the overlap analysis methods.

A shortcoming of the direct group analysis methods is that they work on a whole-pathway basis and, thus,
they can miss a large pathway when a small subnetwork in that pathway is responsible for the disease
phenotype. Continuing with our earlier example, suppose the pathway has a second branch involving 30
other genes besides the branch containing the upregulation of B and C by A. Suppose these 30 other
genes are not differentially expressed while, as before, B and C are differentially expressed and A is highly
expressed. Due to the predominant of the 30 other non-differentially expressed genes in the pathway, the
whole pathway may not be considered differentially expressed by these direct group analysis methods.

The network-based analysis methods [15,73,74,77] are the latest development in gene expression analysis.
Instead of considering a whole biological pathway, these methods try to identify subnetworks that are
significantly differentially expressed. An early example of this approach is NEA [73]. For each regulator
in a biological pathway, NEA considers it and all its targets in the pathway as a group, which is then
evaluated in a GSEA-like manner. This splitting into separate regulatory groups pinpoints the tran-
scriptional regulators whose targets exhibit consistent differential expression pattern, leading to a more
precise hypothesis that explains the disease phenotype. A shortcoming of NEA is that it considers only
immediate regulator-regulatee relationship in a biological pathway. In particular, it may not be able to
detect a linear chain of genes that are differentially expressed in a pathway, even though a biologist would
consider such a linear chain highly suggestive of the underlying cause of the disease phenotype.

The latest addition to this family of methods is SNet [74], which overcomes this shortcoming as follows.
SNet first maps the genes that are highly expressed—but not necessarily differentially expressed—in most
samples of the disease phenotype in question to biological pathways or protein interaction networks. Other
genes and proteins in these pathways and networks are discarded. Each remaining connected component is
considered to be a candidate subnetwork. A score is then computed for each subnetwork s for each sample
i based on the genes —in the subnetwork s—that are highly expressed in that sample i. A t-statistics
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is then computed between the scores of each subnetwork s in samples having the disease phenotype and
the scores of subnetwork s in other samples. The obtained t-statistics is compared to a null distribution
obtained by permutating class labels to decide whether the subnetwork s is significant. Experiments
have shown that SNet produces subnetworks that are both much more substantial in size and much
more consistent cross independent data sets of the same disease phenotypes than other methods [74]. In
particular, it was tested on four diseases [74]. For each disease, there were two independent data sets
obtained on different microarray platforms. SNet was run independently on the two independent data
sets and the genes it selected were intersected. In each disease, it selected less than 100 genes in each
of the two independent data sets and achieved 51.2% to 93.0% agreement between the two independent
data sets.

6 Final Remarks

In more recent years, biological networks have been put to many more interesting uses. Some of these
interesting analysis enabled by biological network data are briefly mentioned below:

• Protein complex discovery. Proteins often perform function by aggregating into complexes to per-
form sophisticated biological tasks. This has motivated approaches to identify protein complexes
computationally from protein-protein interactions data. Most of these approaches are based on
the hypothesis that proteins within a complex should have more interactions with each other than
with proteins outside the complex [1,10,20,50,64,93]. However, these algorithms have relative low
sensitivity and precision because, when mapped to protein interaction networks, perhaps due to
the noise and incompleteness of protein interaction network data, many protein complexes appear
to have low density [87].

• Countering pathogen drug resistance. There is a need to address the emergence of drug-resistant
pathogens, e.g., M. tuberculosis. It has been proposed that a systems-level analysis of the biological
pathways and protein interactions in these pathogens is critical to gaining insights into their routes
to drug resistance [66,87]. A pioneering idea [66] in this direction uses protein interaction networks to
identify possible paths between known drug targets and known mechanisms for drug resistance such
as efflux pumps and cytochromes-like enzymes; then gene expression experiments can be performed
to reveal which of these paths are activated; after that, analysis can be made to identify druggable
proteins in these paths to serve as “co-targets” to deactivate the drug-resistance mechanisms in the
pathogen. Another idea [29, 87] is to identify a minimum number of proteins whose simultaneous
inhibition can disrupt a maximum number of pathways.

• Epistatic interaction detection. Genome-wide association study is an effort to examine the associ-
ation between phenotype and genotype. As many diseases have complex underlying mechanisms,
analysis at the level of single SNP (single-nucleotide polymorphism) is not sufficient. There is thus
intense interest to explore the interactions of multiple SNPs—the so-called epistatic interactions—to
uncover more significant associations [16]. Exhaustively considering all the possible SNP combina-
tions is not feasible. One promising idea that has recently emerged is to restrict the search to SNPs
in the loci of genes that are within the same biological pathways and are proximate in a protein
interaction network [80].

• Disease gene identification. This has long been a major research effort. The availability of networks
based on protein interactions, known gene-phenotype associations, disease phenotype similarities,
and other forms of associations has open new avenues for infering gene-phenotype associations.
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For example, causative genes for diseases that are phenotypically similar have been observed in
the same biological module or are tightly linked in a protein interaction subnetwork [30, 88]. A
recent idea [48,89] in this direction is to formulate some scores that correlate the distance between
genes in protein interaction networks to the similarity of disease phenotypes to which the genes are
associated. Variations of this idea include using networks derived from hyperlinks between OMIM
pages that describe genes and diseases [54], instead of protein interaction networks.

In short, given the holistic information in biological networks, the possibilities are immense.
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